
NOW &THEN 

INSIDE THE SEAnLE HOTEL 

' 
This view Inside the hotel's mezzanine lobby shows off the formal details of another era. Yesler Way is on the 
right. 

The view recalls a time 
when the parlor prevailed 
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W here once the soflly lit 
curves of arched windows, 
long-stemmed ferns and ion

ic capitals conspired to. encourage 
moments of relaxed meditation, now 
the oil-soiled concrete or an eyesore 
inspires nothing. 

This week's "now" scene was shot 
within the gray hull of the Skid Road 
parking garage in the block where 
J~mes Street and Yesler Way meet at 
Ptoneer Square; sometimes it's called 
the "sinking ship." 

The Seattle Hotel once stood 
where the garage now "sinks." This 
rare photograph or the hotel's mezza
nine parlor reveals the comfortS it 
offered. 

' 
Today the same spot will offer this stark view within the "sinking ship" 
parking garage. 

Some of the plush chairs are 
probab~y still in town. The hotel's 

~i~~~~~f\~reT~~c¥f~~ ~~nrt~~ 
"with buyers paying upward of $16 for 
old wooden chairs." The landmark 
hotel was razed in the name of urban 
renewal the following April 3. 

But when 12-year-old Christy Nel· 
son found out the hotel was to be 
ra~ she spent 34 cents on a special· 
delivery letter to The Times. It read 

~~rr~a~~hth:~~~rfl~u H~~~~\~ ~~: 
of our most historic buildings and you 
are letting some million dollars be 
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The landmark Seattle Hotel was built 
soon after the Great Fire of 1889, 
which destroyed most of the city's 
pioneer business district. 

wasted on a gas station to be bUilt on 
top of it. Most everyone who reads 
this paper is a citizen. Well, why don't 
these citizens help it now? It needs 
help desperately in preserving its old 
and historic buildings." 

Developers assured the sensilive 
citizens that the million-dollar garage 
would feature the decor of Pioneer 
Square. (Perhaps they were referring 
to the garage's crowning touch: its 
arched railing.) They described the 
project as a demonstration to Eastern 
capital that Seattle had faith in the 
future of the lower-downtown area. 
They challenged the city and other 
property owners to follow suit and 
carry out urban renewal. 

In 1970, the city responded not 
with renewal but with renovation and 
created the Pioneer Square Historic 
District. 
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